Exercise Week Two **Value Scales** [5 points]

**procedure:** Create 10-step scales demonstrating (1) an achromatic value scale (2) a monochromatic value scale using a primary color and (3) a value scale between two complementary colors.

Swatches should be painted onto the board and cut into squares when dry. Then paste the squares into the scale to produce even steps between the values. Add a title, the vocabulary words and their definitions to the diagram.

Each square should measure 1”x1” (for 11 x 14 paper) and be placed evenly on the page (spaced out from top to bottom).

**materials:** Paint on Bristol board.

**vocabulary:**

value
achromatic
monochromatic
complementary
Achromatic Illustration [5 points]

procedure: Create an illustration using the 10 steps of value from the scale in part one. Black, White and all 8 grays must be used, but no more.

The illustration can be of anything, but must have a focal point.

Illustrations must fit into a 6x6 inch square with the entire surface covered.

materials: Paint on Bristol board.

Mr. I’s painting after the accident

due: week 3